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Your heart has issues! What would you choose, consuming piles of chemicals with serious side
effects for the rest of your life, or would you place your hands on top of The Code of Life several
times a day and restore your heart?With The Code of Life, you can cure your heart within less
than a month. There is no need for medicines, equipment, doctors, and diets. The Code
generates a 100% benevolent energy with 10 to the 56 power frequency – parameters of true
Love. According to the instruction, when you charge The Code with your energy, The Code’s
energy will surge. With this great power, you destroy the causes of every heart issue.Here you
are given something entirely different from what you have experienced so far. It is a healing
method conducted by yourself without doctors, without medications and equipment, and utilizes
your powerful benevolent energy.The Code of Life cures any disease because there no barrier to
benevolent high-frequency energy that destroys pathogens, dissolves deposits in the blood
vessels, restores genomes, organs, systems, and processes, enables tissue to grow and bones
to mend.While our focus here is on the heart, other health issues would also be positively
affected when using The Code.Would you please send us your name, age, and location (not to
confuse you with another person who may have the same name) at yuri@bookstoenjoy.com; we
will provide you with your Intel-Stella energy level and confirm your eligibility.To understand how
these procedures work, you should have basic knowledge of the energy provided in the book.
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Knowing people is wisdom,Knowing the Self is enlightenment.Mastering people requires
force,Mastering the Self needs strength.Tao Te Ching Your heart has issues! What would you
choose, consuming piles of chemicals with serious side effects for the rest of your life, or place
your hands on top of The Code of Life several times a day for a few days and restore your heart
to health?With The Code of Life, you can restore your heart within a couple of months. There is
no need for medicines, equipment, doctors, and diets. The Code generates a 100% benevolent
energy with 10 to the 56 power frequency – parameters of true Love. When you charge The
Code with your energy according to the instruction, The Code’s energy will surge. With this great
power, we destroy the causes of every heart issue. Here you are given something entirely
different from what you have experienced so far. It is a healing method conducted by yourself
without doctors, without medications and equipment, and utilizes your powerful benevolent
energy. The Code of Life cures any disease because there exists no barrier for benevolent high-
frequency energy that destroys pathogens, dissolves deposits in the blood vessels, restores
genomes, organs, systems, and processes, enables tissue to grow and bones to mend. While
our focus is on the healing of the heart, other health issues would also be positively affected
when we are using The Code.There are two general conditions for using The Code: your Intel-
Stella (soul) energy level must be not less than 52% (explained in the following chapter). More
than 90% of Americans with heart disease have a 52% energy level and higher. They could use
The Code of Life to cure themselves of every heart issue.Send us your name, age, and location
(not to confuse you with another person who may have the same name) at
yuri@bookstoenjoy.com; we will provide you with your Intel-Stella energy level and confirm your
eligibility.The second condition is even simpler: you should not use medication, equipment, and
doctors when working with The Code of Life. You could visit a doctor after your heart is cured to
verify your heart is healthy.Depending on your health condition and Intel-Stella energy level, you
would use one of the two healing modes:- When your energy level is below 80%, you will
use a regular healing mode.- When your energy level an 80%, and higher you will use the
Intense Healing Mode. We will provide you with the details. To understand how these procedures
work, you must have basic knowledge of the energy provided in the following chapter.
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